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STATE PLANNING BOARD 
ANNUAL REPORT 
To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives 
In General Court Assembled: 
November 30, 1937 
The Massachusetts State Planning Board, created by chapter 475 of the 
Acts of 1935, respectfully submits its annual report for the year ending 
November 30, 1937. 
The continuity of the work of the Board has been uninterrupted by changes 
in the personnel of the Board or of its staff. Clarence J. Biladeau, whose 
appointment as a member of the Board expired on September 18th of this year, 
was reappointed by His Excellency, the Governor, for a six-year term, as pro-
vided by statute, ending September 18, 1943. 
During the year, in addition to its eleven regular employees, the Board 
employed at intervals three temporary technical assistants. At the same time 
the National Resources Committee has continued to furnish the services on a 
part-time basis of a consultant and of an associate consultant; also, at inter-
vals when circumstances permitted, special consulting services. 
The Board has adhered to the general program of activity originally blocked 
out by its consultant and adopted as the logical method of procedure in carry-
ing out the provisions of the legislative act under which it was created. This 
outline was used as a basis for its first comprehensive report, which was 
published in the early part of the year, and is herewith briefly reviewed. 
PROGRESS REPORT ON STATE PLANNING FOR MASSACHUSETTS 
This report was submitted to the Board and to the National Resources 
Committee by the Consultant and staff as embodying the results of the first 
year's work. It was accepted by the Board on December 17, 1936 and ordered 
released for public distribution. In all, the volume comprises 441 pages of 
text and 154 maps and charts. The letter of transmittal accompanying the 
report paid tribute to the loyal spirit of all members of the various State 
and Federal staffs that worked together in its preparation, to the State 
Department of Public Health and to the W P A officials.* Although working 
under the direct supervision of the State Planning Board's own staff, a large 
part of the field work and drafting has been done by the W P A employees. 
Obviously, the compilation of such a large amount of data, and its presenta-
tion in graphic form in many instances, would have been impossible otherwise. 
The work of the Board has been greatly advanced thereby and, on the other 
hand, the supervision which it supplied has directed a large amount of relief 
labor to work of enduring benefit. 
The introduction to the report states-
"Planning for a State seeks to accomplish results similar to those sought in the planning 
for a city, for a school system, or for private enterprise. Among the objectives are the 
ecunomic use of land. the conservation of natural reSGurces, better sanitation, greater use 
of power, stimulation of appropriate industry, improved social conditions, development of 
recreation, integrated transportation, and efficient public works. Foresight and a broad, 
comprehensive viewpoint applied to guiding the orderly development of Massachusetbi 
should bring about cumulative benefits and avoidance of waste worth many times the cost 
of the effort. Thus, each phase of human activity in the State should be studied, first, 
with a view to developing a long. time program for its own greatest advantage and, 
second. with a view to correlating this program with each other phase so that all may 
fit into a single integrated scheme with a minimum of overlap and conflict. Many of 
these activities are already the concern of a State department, but others. some of them 
of prime importance, fall outside the field of any existing agency. The greater the 
interest of State departments the more successful will be the combined plan." 
In discussing the principal divisions of a State Plan, the report declares-
"In order to attain the ultimate goal of a comprehensive State plan, the undertaking must 
be broken into manageable divisions, their subsequent recombination into the integrated 
plan being kept constantly in mind. Each division should relate to one of the prime 
• For the reproduction of this report, the Board is indebted to the Department of Public Works 
W P A Project No. 428, Mr. Elmer C. Houdlette, Director. ' 
classes of the inhabitants' activities, and in it may be grouped comparatively minor 
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activities of similar nature. J."oremost come problems of use of land and the natural 
resources on and under its 5urface.-agriculture, forestry, geologic resources, urban uses, 
and so forth. Scarcely less important are water problems,--supply. flow, sanitation, and 
so on. Power is vital to the conduct of modern civilization. Industry is the leading 
activity of the citizens of Massachusetts, and with it may be classed trade, men's other 
private activities, and social problems, which arise in large measure therefrom. Recrea-
tion may be considered as a land use or as an industry. but it is so important in Massa-
chlli!Qtts that it may better be handled in a class by itself. Trans»ort-by highway, rail, 
air and water-is an essential means to the success of the activities already mentioned. 
HWhile these six divisions of 1and, water, power, industry, recreation, and transport 
constitute the central structure of the studies for the State plan of Massachusetts, certain 
additional interests appropriate to State pla nning are of sufficient importance to warrant 
a coordinate status in the program. Since much of' its accomplishment depends upon the 
carrying out of projects by public authorities, a public works program should be de-
veloped to facilitate their financing. Since planning should proceed at various levels of 
government, the promotion of community planning and correlation of local and State 
plans is 8.n important function of the of the State Planning Board. Similar cooperative 
efforts with agencies outside or larger than the State are likewise essential." 
In the study of Land Utilization, it appears that a very significant change 
has taken place in the last few decades, the total amount of farm land having 
declined from 3,3'60,000 acres in 1880 to about 2,200,000 acres in 1935. In 
other words, more than one million acres, representing more than twenty per 
cent of the total area of the State formerly held in farms has been released 
for other uses. A certain portion of this land released from agriculture has 
been taken up for urban uses, such as city water supply, parks and recreation-
al features, and rural residences of city people. The fact still remains, how-
ever, that large areas of land formerly in agriculture are now idle and without 
productive use. This condition gives rise to depopulation, with the result that 
in 92 towns less than 50 persons are now found on a square mile. In these 
towns the expenditure~ for schools, roads and other improvements are natur-
ally greater than the return in taxes, with the result that the treasury of the 
Commonwealth is burdened with the necessity of meeting the deficit. 
At the present time at least two million acres lie outside of farms, and any 
future policy for utilizing this area will inevitably consider the possibility of 
developing a large portion of this land into '.vell-managed forests under public 
OF semi-public ownership. At present, the State has about 170,000 acres in 
forests, parks and reservations, together with legislative authority for the 
purchase of another 500,000 acres during the next twenty years. All of this 
land is to be developed under carful plans fOl" recreational facilities, fish and 
jiame preservation, and scientific forestry. 
The report further discusses the value of various agricultural products in 
the State including dairying, fruit, poultry, tobacco, cranberries, onions, 
market garden products, hay, corn, oats, rye and wheat on the assumption 
that a complete knowledge of all natural resources in individual areas of the 
State will help to determine whether some new industries could be developed 
in declining rural towns and thus bring about the strengthening of the whole 
social and economic structure of the communities. 
The mMe important water resources problems confronting the State have 
been grouped into six categories, and are discussed in detail under each 
heading. These include (1) water supply; (2) sewage; (3) flood control; 
(4) hydroelectric power; (5) water recreation; and (6) problems of inte-
gration. 
The supply of water for domestic purposes is found to be fairly well taken 
care of but water for industrial purposes is declared to be a matter of increas-
ingly serious concern. 
The dlscharge of untreated sewage and industrial wastes into the streams 
by municipalities and industries has compelled the installation in some in-
stances of expensive water-treating apparatus and may reach a further point 
at which certain industries will no longer find it economically feasible to 
remain in this State. Pollution has an important bearing also on recreational 
uses of water, especially in regard to bathing and fishing. 
Flood control is recognized as of great importance, with particular refer-
ence to the 1936 flood which is discussed at length in this report in the 
section devoted to Interstate Compacts. Consideration of this and other 
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important floods has led to a summary of desirable methods of control, 
including-
1. Use of every method possible, either palliative or preventive, that can 
be economically justified, giving due consideration to both direct and 
indirect benefits, such as direct damage prevented, increased power 
production, increased or improved industrial water supply, increased 
dilution of pollution, increased use of the stream for recreational 
purposes, and general better appearance of the river and welfare of 
the residents; 
2. Use of reforestation, detention basins, storage reservoirs, channel 
improvements. diking, rip rapping, widening, straightening, and other 
improvements; 
3. Use of partial control to reduce abnormal stages of the river wher-
ever the channel is fixed so that the remaining overloads do not cause 
excessive damage; 
4. Use of some program of land control or zoning to prevent or limit 
unnecessary occupation of land subject to damaging inundation. 
The potential hydroelectric power resources within the State were found to 
be not of commanding importance. The statement is made that early in the 
history of the Commonwealth, most of the large power sites were developed, 
and almost all of the economically available water power is being utilized. 
Recreational uses are manifold but in all cases the advantages of clean 
water for recreation and other purposes must be weighed against the cost of 
treating domestic and industrial wastes before discharging them into the 
stream. 
The report sets forth that the studies carried on thus far have shown con-
clusively the need for considering together all the related water problems 
and their eventual integration into a comprehensive program, not only on a 
local but on a state-wide basis. With that objective a series of water re-
sources survey projects have been set up, each covering one of the principal 
drainage areas of the State. Parallel investigations are being carried out in 
each area, particularly with regard to flood control and hydro-electric power, 
while similar projects sponsored by the Department of Public Health are 
primarily concerned with sanitary conditions, water supply and sewage dis-
posal studies. 
The Power studies as contained in the report are of three principal types-
1. Production and transmission including location, capacity and output; 
also, a study of local, state and regional transmission lines; 
2. Consumption, requiring a study of both the present and probable 
future use of power; and 
3. Cost, involving an analysis of the typical cost of carboelectric and 
hydroelectric production or transmission and of distribution. 
Each one of these different aspects affects the others and has important re-
percussions upon industry, population distribution, transportation, and numer-
ous other economic and social elements. 
A significant feature of the survey of power resources is found in the indi-
cation that the present development of plant and distribution systems is suf-
ficient to supply all CUl'rel1t needs, and that prospective demand for some time 
into the future can be easily taken care of by additions already contemplated. 
The order of the General Court contained it: Chapter 475 of the Acts of 
1935 directed the State Planning Board, along with its other duties, to make 
such studies and plans as would best promote the trade and Industry of the 
Commonwealth. In accordance with this instruction, a careful survey of the 
problem has been made, and certain work has- been completed during the past 
year to accomplish the following ends: 
1. To establish and maintain reliable measures which will show the cur-
rent trend of Massachusetts trade and Industry as a whole, compared 
with preceding periods and also with the trend of business in other 
parts of the United States; 
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2. To gather and arrange in convenient form all available data which 
will truly show the advantages and disadvantages of Massachusetts as 
an industrial or commercial site, in relation to those of other com-
peting states. 
Under the first division the Board compiled and charted the records of such 
business series as were available, and combined five of the more important 
of these into a composit€' monthly index which appe~r5 to be fairly illdicative 
0:£1 the trend of general business in the State. 
The five series making up the business index, together with weights assigned 
to each, are as follows: 
Weight 
Industrial employment in all manufaduring, as reported by 
the Department of Labor and Industries .. . 40 
Electric-power consumption, as reported by the Federal Power 
Commission, plus the net imports of power from other states, 
as reported by the New England Power A5sociation 25 
Total square feet of floor area of new building contracts awarded, 
as reported by the F. W. Dodge Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Shoe production, in number of pairs, as reported by the United 
States Bureau of Census 5 
Cotton-spindle hour activity, as reported by the United States 
Bureau of Census . . ..... . ... . .. .... .... . . . . .... 5 
In the total industrial output of Massachusetts, there are about eighteen 
groups of industries which individually are of outstanding importance to the 
State, all together producing about 52 per cent of Massachusetts' manufacture. 
The value of production of each of these industries has been charted, by census 
years from 1909 to the date of the latest census report, either 1933 or 1935. 
On the same charts are presented also curves of the production of the indus-
try in each of the other states where it has reached important size or where 
its rate of growth is found to be unusually rapid. This series of charts en-
ables one to see very quickly the states which are most highly competitive 
with Massachusetts and those which should be studied especially from this 
standpoint. 
In considering the advantages and disadvantages of Massachusetts as com-
pared with competing states, the report discusses at length the questions of 
taxes and costs of government, labor conditions, local markets, density of 
population, climate and water supply. 
A special study of Masachusetts industry, to appraise the economic relations 
of an industry to its community and to guide community officials in any efforts 
they may see fit to make toward developing local industrial activity, has been 
made by Mr. William Stanley Parker, Special C()llSuJtant to the Ul'bamsm 
Committee of the National Resources Committee. It is apparently the first 
survey of the kind, and endeavors to bring cut clearly the factors which 
should determine the desirability of a given industry in a given community. 
The study of industry involves also a study of accessibility to markets and 
to raw materials, labor conditions, power i:;.cilities, factory space, climate, 
and quantity and quality of water; as well as a knowledge of social condi-
tions, such as population statistics, health, institutions, education, housing, 
recreation and zoning. 
Under the heading of social conditions, extensive statistical studies are 
presented of the growth, distribution ana composition of the population of 
Massachusetts. This information which is fundamental and basic to many 
forms of planning, includes data with regard to births, deaths, immigration, 
emigration and internal migration; also age group, sex, nativity and occupa-
tion. 
An analysis of employment in all occupations covering the period from 1920 
to 1930 is presented, most of the attention being devoted to a study of em-
ployment in manufacturing industries. Because so large a proportion of all 
wage earners are so employed, these latter studies are said to have provided 
a valuable key to an understanding of the fluctuations in employment in 
Massachusetts. 
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The report trac~ the history of the housing movement in Massachusetts 
from the census of tenement houses in Boston made by the Massachusetts 
Bureau of Statistics of Labor in 1891, through the activities of the Twentieth 
Century Club, the Boston 1915 movement, the Women's Municipal League, the 
Massachusetts Homestead Commission, the Commission on the Necessaries of 
Life, and the Housing and Town Planning Division of the Department of 
Public Welfare to the creation of the State Board of Housing in 1933. Atten-
tion is called to the fact that local planning boards in Massachusetts, first 
authorized In 1913, have greatly aided the cause of housing since the prim-
ary object of the act authorizing these Boards was to secure better living 
conditions. 
In order to complete the picture so far as social conditions are concerned, 
the report presents a bird's-eye picture of present educational facilities in 
Massachusetts, and also a brief outline of the organization and functions of 
the welfare agencies in the State including provisions for social security. In 
these two developments, the claim is made that Massachusetts has been a 
leader among the other states of the Union. The final section of the chapter 
deals with juvenile and adult correctional institutions in Massachusetts. Data 
on types of institutions and their administration, arrests, probation, parole, 
social status. of prisoners and other correctional problems are presented. The 
section concludes with the outline of a proposed program which the Depart-
ment of Correction would like to accomplish during the next twenty years. 
Recreation has been given extended attention, representing as it does the 
second largest industry of the State, and with a definite and recognized bear-
ing upon the health and happiness of all classes of people. 
The study has been conducted under five broad aspects: 
1. Vacational shelter, including those which are open to the public, such 
as hotels and tourists' homes, overnight cabins, camp grounds, tent 
and trailer sites, open shelters and cabins on public land; and adult 
camps, youth hostels, clubs, and dwellings used for vacation purposes 
only; 
2. State-wide recreational activities, such as golf, baseball, tennis, water 
sports, picnicking, amusements, winter sports, hiking, riding, bicycl-
ing, touring and aviation, and developments of scenic, scientific, wild 
life, historic and archaeologic interest; 
3. State-wide recreation areas, which may be grouped under four main 
heads-state forests, parks and reservations; municipal forests and 
parks; and quasi-public reservations; 
4. Social values, including an inventory of the approximately 200 quasi-
public and private organizations in various parts of t.he State, which 
publicize recreational activities, acquire and develop recreational areas, 
or promote legislation for the extension of recreation; and 
5. Financial values, in which attention is called to the large return to the 
governments and people of Massachmetts, estimated at $200,000,000 
annually, from taxes on recreational properties, gasoline, hunting and 
fishing licenses, shelter, retail stores, amusements, restaurants, and 
other sources. 
The objective of these recreational studies is the preparation of a compre-
hensive state-wide plan on a two fold basis: 
1. To provide an ample, well-planned, coordinated, well-developed, and 
diversified program of activities, areas and facilities, which will oper-
ate economically and efficiently to the maximum benefit of the greatest 
number, preserving the natural attractions as well as providing for 
intensive recreation; 
2. To promote the recreational industry in Massachusetts to the enc 
that this State may enjoy more of the financial benefits that may 
accrue through such recreation developments and an increased num-
ber of tourists. 
The transportation pattern of the State is found to have developed in a 
piecemeal manner over a long period of years. Few comprehensive studies 
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have been made of the highway needs of the State, particularly as they are 
related to land uses, commerce and industry. 
Recognizing the automobile as the most important factor in producing a 
demand for improved highways, the report presents a brief discussion of its 
studies in connection with private passenger cars, as used for business or for 
recreational purposes; motor trucks; truck and railroad coordination; and 
the comparative advantages and limitations of buses. 
In 1935 private passenger cars constituted 87 percent of the total motor 
vehicle registration in this State. To the great majority of owners, the motor 
vehicle has economic considerations, to which must be added its advantages 
for recreational use. In addition approximately 100,000 motor trucks are now 
registered in Massachusetts, of which about 80 percent are privately owned. 
Buses are another increasingly important factor in a highly competitive field. 
The design and construction of highways must take into account all of 
these considerations from economic, engineering and social points. The im-
mediate objective, as set forth in the Progress Report, is a trunk hig'hway sys-
tem for through travel which, carefully selected and planned, will carry 50 
percent of the vehicle miles of inter-city traffic. 
Railroads are found to be still the backbone of the entire transportation 
system, despite the fact that their former transportation monopoly has been 
practically taken from them by the automobile. Railroads are still the most 
important transportation agency in long-distance passenger travel and in 
outer suburban commuting service, as well as carriers of long-haul imported 
bulk freight, such as cotton, wool, iron and other raw materials, 
Water transportation is found to be as important as railroad service to 
many of the industries of the State, particularly in connection with incoming 
l'aw materials and outgoing manufactures. 
Imports have been steadily increasing in both volume and value over a 
thirty year period to 1930, while exports have been declining. According to 
the report, in 1928 $60,000,000 worth of Massachusetts' manufactured exports, 
or 560/0 of the total value, were exported through the port of New York; 
whereas but 230/0 were handled, by the port of Boston. The chief reasons are 
given as more frequent sailings from New York to all pal'ts of the world lind 
a lack at Boston of bulk cargoes. 
Certain recommendations for developing the commerce of Massachusetts 
ports are considered in the report, but no definite pla.n is presented, pending 
the report of a special commission of the General Court. 
As the fourth factor in the transport study, the use and need for aviation 
in Massachusetts is discussed, including commercial, govel'nmental a.nd private 
use of aircraft. At the same time it is recognized that airway development 
is more than a State problem, and work should be accordingly in close co-
operation with regional and national organizations and with representatives of 
scheduled air transport lines. 
Public works are defined as the translation of plans into physical counter-
parts. Logically, therefore, they should be sequential, rather than parallel, 
to the studies. The public works program of a State is said to consist of a 
comprehensive plan for the expenditure of public money within the State or 
Federal, State, district, county and municipal projects. 
Eleven Federal agencies are listed as making expenditures for public 
works in Massachusetts, making many important contributions to the re-
sources of the State, but lacking in coordinated planning. 
Large expenditures are made through the various State departments, par-
ticularly Public Works, Mental Diseases, Correction, Public Health, Public 
Welfare, and Education. Such expenditures are also made through the Metro-
politan District Commission and the county agencies, Local municipalities 
make large total capital expenditures on schools and libraries, municipal build-
ings, roads and sidewalks, water supply and sewerage systems, and parks and 
playgrounds, To bring such construction into agreement with the public 
works program of the other agencies requires a complete survey with a view 
to creating a master plan. 
The final chapter of the Progress Report is devoted to a discussion of 
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Community Planning. The history of the movement is traced from the earliest 
Colonial times, through sporadic modern manifestations, to the enabling legis-
lation of 1913 and 1936. 
The work of the Massachusetts Homestead Commission is commented upon 
particularly as an indication of the willingness of the General Court of this 
Commonwealth twenty years before the United States Government embarked 
on a Federal housing program, to pass progressive legislation and to assist in 
financing a plan to provide "small houses with plots of ground" for families 
in the lower income groups. 
A chronological list is presented of some of the major accomplishments in 
comprehensive planning on the part of the local planning boards since 1913 
when the first general enabling (and mandatory) act was passed. Present 
programs are discussed in the light of a series of regional meetings, budget 
appropriations, personnel, public relations, zoning, and cooperation with 
relief activities. 
A wider opportunity for service on the part of the local boards is recognized 
through the enactment of Chapter 211 of the Acts of the year 1936 "Provid-
ing an Improved Method of Municipal Planning." In brief this act which went 
into effect January 1, 1937 and applies only to boards established after that 
date, or to earlier boards authorized to reorganize under its provisions, confers 
upon the local agency certain definite duties and functions with regard to 
the preparation of a Master Plan, and the approval of subdivision plats. 
The State Planning Board in its relations with the local boards has kept 
in mind the provisions of the legislative act upon which it depends for its own 
existence. This act recites that the State board in dealing with other groups 
"may confer and cooperate", "shall advise and cooperate", "shall plan and 
assist in planning", to the end that we may have "better housing, national, 
regional and municipal planning and zoning and the better distribution of 
population' and industry". 
From the experience gained at regional meetings, and from hundreds of 
individual contacts, the State Planning Board believes that its opportunitie& 
for useful action lie along the following lin·a;:;: 
a. By general counsel and advice assist inexpert local boards to under-
stand and study their local planning problems and opportunities; 
b. Assist local boards, through conferences with local public officials and 
otherwise, to secure proper recognition and adequate appropriations 
so that they can perform the functio!ls they are intended to perform 
by the Act under which they are established; 
c. Assist local boards in the development of appropriate methods of 
organized cooperation with the public so that their work will be 
understood, and so that soundly devised public improvements will be 
more likely to receive practical support through appropriations; 
d. Develop an adequate method for contact with local boards, at regular 
intervals, for distribution of current information about the develop-
ment of the program of the State Planning Board, significant. activi-
ties of local boards, and other matters calculated to be helpful to the 
local boards in the solution of their own local problems; 
e. Assist, where problems of a regional nature make desirable and where 
the local boards desire such action, in the development of regional 
cieetings of local boards, and be represented at such meetings in order 
to' assist with information about the State program as it may bear 
upon the regional problems under consideration and to keep the ~tate 
Planning Board fully advised as to the progress of all such regIOnal 
discussion; 
f. Provide so far as may be feasible, when requested or at other reason-
able intervals, personal consultations with local b'Oards in their own 
communities to assist in the general development of the local program 
in such way~ as may be most appropriate to the local gituation; but in 
all cases in a purely advisory capacity, leaving with the local board 
full responsibility for action. 
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FURTHER STUDIES 
Upon the broad base indicated by the above Progress Report on State 
Planning for Massachusetts, the State Planning Board has predicated its 
studies along specific lines during the past year, following the same general 
outline as has prevailed throughout all of its activities. 
LAND 
During the year 1937 the work under the Land Use program has consisted 
both in carrying out specific studies In several areas and in completion of the 
land economic survey throughout the entire area of the Commonwalth. 
In the Connecticut River Valley a detailed study was made of the 1936 flood 
area, including a field survey of both the land features and improvements 
affected by the flood. From the assessors records were obtained complete valu-
ations of every individual property in the area. On separate maps were pre-
sented the locations of properties by their types and use as well as the types of 
land utilization, topography and soil. With these data available it is possible to 
make definite recommendations for zoning or other local protective measures 
in the areas subject to overflow. In the forthcoming report on Massachusetts 
Drainage Basins, as discussed in the section devoted to Water Resources, it is 
planned to reproduce certain sections of the original maps and also to present 
economic data obtained in this study of the CC'nnecticut River area. 
In connection with the joint study of the Merrimack River Valley, dis-
cussed later in this report, a detailed survey of the natural resources of the 
area was carried out. The report on tllese findings, together with recommenda-
tions for th development of the area, based on the physical factors as well as 
on social and economic tendencies, was presented by the technical committee 
organized within the special commission for incorporation in the general 
report. For reproduction in the same report, the entire area of the Merrimack 
Valley was mapped on a scale of one inch to a mile showing the major types 
of land utilization and cover. 
Except for a temporary interruption during the summer, due to a delay in 
the approval of the W P A Land Conservation project, the work on the land 
economic survey progressed very satisfactorily. It was possible to obtain the 
necessary field data for nearly all the towns r.nd cities of the Commonwealth. 
Moreover, final rechecking and preliminary analysis of land and economic 
resources were made for about sixty towns, of which information for about 
forty-five towns has been released and made available for public use. 
In each case, maps have been prepared on a scale of two inches to the mile 
showing-
a. Land use and covel) for individual tracts of land indicating areas and 
devoted to various agricultural uses, types of forests and recreational 
uses as well as industrial, commercial and residential uses; 
b. Exact location of roads and buildings by their type and condition, 
also' differences between various types of farms and part~time farms, 
residential, commercial and industrial buildings, schools, hospitals and 
churches, and other types of private, public and semi-public develop-
ments such as parks. playground3, golf courses, aviation fields, 
cemeteries and water supply reservoirs; 
c. Character of soil classified in several groups on the basis of produc-
tivity and adaptability for agriculture; 
d. Topography of each town by means of contours at 20 foot intervals; 
e. Location and names of roads and waterways. 
The maps and preliminary analyses of the data for completed towns have been 
given considerable publicity in the local and metropolitan press, and the indI-
cations are that this land survey and land classification will constitute an 
important contnbution to the study of local and regional land planning 
problems. In fact, judging from the reaction of various planning agencies, 
it may be confidently expected that it will mark a new era in the whole field 
of planning in Massachusetts on the basis of the most complete and systematic 
information which has ever been available in the State. 
During the year 1938, assuming that a reasonable amount of help will be 
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forthcoming from the W P A Conservation Project, it is planned to continue 
the work on the data for the periodic release of the maps and preliminary 
analysis for the individual towns. Inasmuch as there are now left more than 
two hundred and fifty towns and cities in the State for which this information 
has to be worked out for final presentation, it will require the major part of 
the year at least to complet~ the task. 
In addition to the general work of preliminary analysis and final mapping 
of land use and land classification data, it is planned during the year 1938 
to work on a project of delineating the potential areas most suitable for 
acquisition as state forest and recreational areas. Inasmuch as the General 
Court of Massachusetts has already approved the purchase of five hundred 
thousand acres of land for these purposes, the planning along these lines will 
have an immediate practical aspect and should be an important contribution 
to the problem of the conservation of natural resources. This work will be 
carried out in cooperation with the State Department of Conservation as the 
agency vested with authority for the purchase and administration of the areas 
devoted to state forests and parks . 
WATER RESOURCES 
The water resources of a region are one of the most vital elements of its 
wealth, yet in many respects, especially in communities where water is plenti-
full, these resources have been carelessly wasted or put to uses inconsistent 
with the best social and economic development of the community. 
Planning for the future control of water involves many basic functions in 
the life of the community. It unavoidably involves planning for land, industry, 
power, recreation, transport and other similar activities. Water resource", 
planning must be studied not only from the viewpoint of specific problems 
within its own immediate technical field, but also in its relation to the 
problems of physical planning as a whole. 
The public has begun to realize the necessity for conserving our natural 
wealth, not the least important of which is the conservation of water resources. 
This cannot be effectively or intelligently done without planning, as defined 
above. The location of a new industry in a region, the design of a sewage 
disposal plant, the drainage of a swamp, should only be made after intelligent 
consideration of the probable future development of the region and the 
demands on its water resources. . 
Areas reserved as watersheds for the public supply can and should be 
studied, in cooperation with the Department nf Public Health, to see whether 
such reserved slopes can be developed for limited recreation purposes, fol' 
game propogation and sanctuaries, or as nurseries for tree stock for use in 
public reforestation. 
The Board's activities under the provisions of chapter 278 of the Acts of 
1936, which in effect authorized the Board to act as the Interstate Compact 
Commission on water resources, while technically a portion of the water 
section of its program, achieved an importance which warrants an independ-
ent discussion. This discussion will be found later in this report. 
In other respects the principal activities of the Board, so far as water 
resources are concerned, have been directed toward the eventual preparation 
of a comprehensive state-wide drainage basin report, presenting a study and 
analysis of each of the principal river basins of the State together with the 
recommendations relative thereto. 
The thirteen river basin studies comprehended in this report together with 
an indication of their approximate completion include: 
Blackstone .. . . . .. . . ........ . .... . . .......... . . . 
Connecticut . ... . . ... .. . . . .. . ... .. ... ... . . 
Deerfield .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. ....... . 
Westfield . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . 
Farmington .. .. ... . . ... . . . .. . .. . 
Millers . . ... . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... ..... . . 
Chicopee ..... . .. ..... . . . . . . . . . 
French and Quinebaug ... . . .. . . . .... . .. .. . 
100 0/0 
65 0/0 
50 0/0 
65 0/0 
80 0/0 
50 0/0 
50 0/0 
50 0/0 
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Merrimack ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . 80 0/0 
Nashua ................. . . . . . . . . . . 75 0/0 
Concord and Assabet ..... . .... . ... . .. 50 % 
Housatonic ....... .. ............ . .... . ... ... 50 0/0 
Hoosic ....... .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 0/0 
With the completion of the field work for the above studies, it will be pos-
sible to start work on the river basins in thE' eastern portion of the State, 
including the Parker, Ipswich, Mystic, Charles, Neponset, Weymouth, Taunton 
and Ten Mile Rivers, and the remaining coastal plain. After all of the basin 
studies are completed, it is intended to issue a concluding summary on Prob-
lems and Proposals for Solution Confronting the State as a whole. It is 
believed that in this study there is being presented for the first time a rea-
sonably complete picture of the water problems of the State, both in their 
multifarious aspects of supply, flood, power, pollution and the like and in their 
relations to other aspects of the State plan, such as recreation, land use and 
transport. 
It is gratifying to the Board to note that during the progress of these 
studies, it has been able to contribute to Federal departments and local 
agencies much original data from initial surveys and compilations. 
So far as specific areas are concerned, the Blackstone River Drainage Basin 
Report has been completed and is now in process of publication. This particu-
lar basin in Massachusetts · has an area of 332 square miles, and a population 
of approximately 255,069. The March, 1936 flood caused direct losses in the 
valley amounting to $1,609,153, or $6.40 per capita, of which the damage to 
stock and power equipment accounted for a great proportion. From data sub-
mitted to the Board, it appears that much of the damage sustained within 
the basin can be Iilttributed to negligence in permitting refuse and other waste 
material to negligence in permitting refuse and other waste material to be 
dumped into the river. In the opinion of the technical staff, an important 
control measure should be the prevention of encroachment on the channel 
and the promiscuous dumping of refuse into the river. A patrol system to be 
inaugurated by the various communities is suggested to prevent the creation 
of flood hazards. In sections where houses have been built on the flood plain, 
it is recommended thaj) the height attained by the 1936 flood should be prom-
inently marked, and consideration given to the use of zoning as a means of 
restricting the occupancy of areas subject to periodic inundation. 
It is further recommended that sanitary conditions be improved through 
better methods of sewage disposal, and that industrial wastes be handled as a 
separate problem if river pollution is to be reduced without placing undue 
restrictions on the industrial development of the valley. Public water supply 
conditions are found to be generally satisfactory, except within a few of the 
smaller municipalities. 
Worcester, the most populous center in the valley was seriously affected. 
Suffering a loss of $700,000, or 43 per cent of the total damage, in the March, 
1936 flood, it is an important factor to be considered in a flood-control program. 
This city, located in a portion of the watershed which drains 60 square miles 
(18 per cent of the basin) is 'found to have no economical sites available for 
the construction of detention basins. This necessitates flood-control measures 
such as conduit construction, by-pass creek flows and allied methods which 
have little or no benefit to down-stream municipalities. The valuation of these 
problems, therefore, would appear to be primarily a matter of local concern. 
The Blackstone River is considered essentially an industrial stream, with 
its recreational possibilities subordinated to its industrial development. 
POWER 
Since the basic state-wide and regional study of power-production, dis-
tribution and use-prepared for the 1936 Progress Report was completed, little 
need has been felt for additional power studies. Hence no further general 
power studies were pursued during 1937 except in connection with certain 
phases of the water resources studies dealing v.;ith hydro-electric power. A 
state-wide survey of all existing and potential hydro-electric power was out-
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lined and is now in progress as an integral part of the drainage basin studies 
referred to in the preceding section. 
INDUSTRY 
Trade and Social Conditions 
The aim of the industrial surveys division of the Board has been to fill a 
long-felt need in the Commonwealth for more complete information regarding 
Massachusetts industry and trade. The many calls which the division has re-
ceived ~nd the constantly increasing use that is being made of its compilations 
give full proof of the value of its work. HeretofGre most business research has 
dealt with New England as a whole, with the result that relatively little 
statistical information was at hand concerning Massachusetts specifically. 
Lacking such data, many fallacious statements about the business situation in 
the Commonwealth found popular credence. The truth had not been ascer-
tained. 
The industrial surveys division first compiled data revealing the exact posi-
tion and trend of Massachusetts' industrial production compared with all the 
leading industrial states, also corresponding data for each of the principal 
industries. These facts show that, contrary to popular impression, Massa-
chuetts industry, as a whole, since 1929 has not been "slipping" but has held 
up rather well compared with the majority of industrial states. Similar com-
parisons have been carried. through in regard to retail trade, labor costs, 
consumer buying power, facility to markets, relative stability of Massachu-
setts' industrIes, the importance of Boston as a wholesale market, and othet' 
factors of concern in measuring the advantages of Massachusetts as a busi. 
ness site. 
Index of Industrial Activity 
For current monthly reference the division prepares and releases to the 
public its composite index of Massachusetts industrial activity, being the only 
index of this sort that has been made available. It includes as component 
factors the index of industrial employment issued by the Department of Labor 
and Industries, the floor area of new building construction, consumption of 
electric current, shoe manufacture, output, and cotton textile mill activity. 
As rapidly as other business series are developed which will make good 
monthly indicator;; of the trend of Massachusetts business, they will ' be in-
cluded in the composite index. Surprising though it may seem, the statistical 
records of Massachusetts available monthly are more limited than those for 
New England as a whole and are far less complete than those for the entire 
United States. 
Most of the monthly series can be carried back for only short periods, ten 
years being the limit for several of the more important ones. Such series, 
falling in a very abnormal period, are not capable of treatment to accurately 
determine and eliminate typical seasonal variations and the so-called "secular" 
trend, which is the growth or decline over a long period of time. For this , 
reason, the index compiled by the Board is not corrected for seasonal variations 
or long-time growth. Simple though it is in construction and limited in number 
of component subjects, the index so far has given' a rather accurate picture of 
the changes in indusotrial activity and has 3erved in a general way as a re-
flector of the entire business of the state. 
Stability of Massachusetts Industry 
Of particular interest among the studies made by the industrial surveys 
division of the Board during the past year is one showing the relative, stabil-
ity or resistance to decline exhibited by 143 Massachusetts industries durin!: 
the depression years compared with the boom year 1~29. A similar compila-
tion also was made of the industries of the entire United States, which serve 
as a basis of comparison. The study indicates a decided: advantage to Massa· 
chusetts in the fact that its industry is mOl'e largely devoted to the produc-
tion of "consumer repeat" goods than are most other states of the Union . 
By this term is indicated the type of goods which the consuming public is 
required to purchase at relatively frequent intervals, such, for example, as food, 
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clothing, and other articles having relatively short life. For the purpose of 
this study, all consumer goods which normally would be replaced within a 
period of four years, the maximum duration of most depression periods, were 
included in this classification. 
Whereas during the depression years in the United States as a whole, 46.6 
per cent of the value of all manufactured products fell in this "consumer 
repeat goods" classification, Massachusetts had more than 51 per cent of its 
industry devoted to such output. This undoubtedly accounted in large part 
for the better sustained industrial activity in the Commonwealth during the 
depression years 1931 to 1935. A complete report of this study may be ob-
tained upon request. 
Studies of Retail a.nd Wholesale Tmde 
A report of particular interest to retail distributors and students of problems 
relating especially to tile consuming public, prepared by the Board during the 
past year, gives a detailed analysis of retail trade within the State, with com-
parisons of retail distribution in its major classifications with those in other 
leading retail states. It should be noted that the Commonwealth has the third 
largest consumption of retail goods per capita of all the states in the Union, 
being surpassed only by New York and California. 
Still another report relates to Boston as a wholesale distributing center. In 
several lines Boston's wholesale business exceeds that of any other city and 
in the total value of wholesale trade it stands third among the leading cities, 
led only by N ew York and Chicago. 
Measure of Massachusetts Labor Cost and Productivity 
A fourth stucly, which is now well advanced but still in process, is a compre-
hensive survey of the cost and productiveness of labor by leading industries 
within the Commonwealth, compared with other important industrial states. 
It is based upon the returns of the United States Census of Manufacturers. 
From this survey some rather definite conclusions are being obtained as to 
the relative output per worker, the average annual wage, the value of pro-
duction per dollar of wage cost, together with an analysis of the interrela-
tionships among these three factors. 
In some of its individual industries Massachusetts compares very well in 
efficiency with other important states, while in others the showing is not so 
favorable. Reports and findings of this 3urvey will be issued during the 
current year and should be of direct interest to manufacturers in the twenty-
five lines of industry covered, to the various labor groups and to all others who 
are studying labor conditions within the Commonwealth. 
In addition to the special studies above rr..er.tioned, the industrial surveys 
division of the Board has acted on many occasions as a source of information 
for various state departments, private groups and individuals concerning busi-
ness conditions of the State. Its work forms an excellent basis of fact for the 
agencies, both offidal and private, which are engaged in attracting new bUSI-
ness enterprises to settle within the Commonwealth. The work of this division 
dovetails very efficiently in this regard with the promotional work of the 
Massachusetts Development and Industrial COll,lmission. 
The extensive research of the industrial division of the Board during the 
past year has been made possible through the assignment by the Works 
Progress Administration of capable statisticians who have worked under the 
direction of the Board's staff supervisor, so that the entire production has 
involved very little expense to the State. 
RECREATION 
The recreational studies of the Board during the first year of its existence 
were directed toward the compilation of an inventory of existing activities, 
areas and facilities with the ultmate objectives to prepare a state-wide master 
plan for future development, and to promote the recreational industry of the 
State. 
The initial step toward the attainment of the first objective was the sub-
mission of a bill (House 112-1937) to the Legislature recommending the 
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acquisition and development by the Commissioner of Conservation of six ocean 
bea~hes. The Legislature did not see fit to enact the bill during the 1937 
seSSIOn and referred the matter to the next annual session. 
The major activity relative to the second objective was the preparation and 
distribution of a map of public and semi-public picnic groves camps and 
beaches in the State. ' 
With the completion of the major part of the inventory, the second year has 
been devoted primarily to the next logical step in the preparation of a master 
plan, namely: an analysis of the existing data; the determination, through 
field investigation, of potential recreational lands; and filling in the gaps in 
the inventory of existing conditons. It is inconceivable that a comprehensive 
master plan could be presented at such an early date because of the complexi-
ties of the problems involved. This plan, of necessity, must be put together 
in III piecemeal fashion with the most important activities and areas receiving 
prior consideration. Accordingly, it has been necessary to do considerable field 
investigation to ascertain the location of the best potential lands for recrea-
tion to supplement and round out existing sites. This potential sites survey 
has been the major activity of 1937. It is still in process, and until it is com-
pleted, no comprehensive future plan can be presented. 
This particular survey was carried on primarily by a competent landscape 
architect assigned to the Board for a short period by the National Resources 
Committee and continued as a special technician by the Board itself. During 
the. few months of his work the counties of Middlesex, Essex, Worcester and 
Norfolk were thoroughly investigated. The major and minor roads of each 
town in the counties named were traversed and land and water bodies exam-
ined to determine thir potential value for recreational activities. To assist 
in estimating the potential value of such lands, a unique method of appraisal 
was developed by means of which the existing physical characteristics and the 
best potential value of land and water for recreation are set forth. All sites 
considered to possess potential recreational value were located on field maps, 
and all potential data concerning the sites were recorded on special form 
sheets prepared for this purpose. Information thus received has been compiled 
and placed on file in the office of the Board for future analysis. When the 
entire field survey has been completed and a thorough analysis made of all 
recorded potential sites, a comprehensive report will be made incorporating 
the details of the study and including recommendations for land acquisition 
for recreational purposes. 
A second major activity of this phase of the work of the Board has been 
the special investigation of recreational conditions, needs and potentialities of 
the Merrimack Valley as prescribed by chapter 60 of the Resolves of 1937. 
This study was made in conjunction with the Department of Conservation as 
a part of the general program of procedure adopted by the joint committee 
and the composite results 0:( the several reports will be filed with the Legis-
lature as a section of the joint report provided for in the above act. 
As a result of further field study the Board has considered it desirable to 
resubmit to the 1938 Legislature, in a revised form, its recommendations con-
cerning the acquisition, over a period of six ye,ars, of six ocean beaches, and 
their subsequent development. These beaches are as follows: Horse Neck 
Beach also known as Westport Beach, in the town of Westport; Duxbury 
Beach in the towns of Duxbury and Marshfield; Wingaersheek Beach, also 
known as Coffins Beach, in the city of Gloucester; Poponesset Beach, in the 
town of Mashpee; Harding's Beach in the town of Chatham; and Scusset 
Beach in the town of Sandwich. 
Many other studies regular and special, pointing to the ultimate prepara-
tion of a comprehensive master plan, have been undertaken. While not com-
pleted or ready for presentation, definite progress has been made on these 
items: 
1. Study of trailers and trailer camps 
2. Scenic-historic touring routes 
3. Compilation of data on sites of historic interest 
4. Study of highway picnic sites 
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5. Inventory of public, semi public and private ocean beaches. 
It is the intention of the Board to complete these studies as soon as possible 
and incorporate the results in the master plan. Certain other studies have 
been the subject of minor investigation, and will receive further consideration 
during 1938. 
In carrying out the Board's second objective, that is, to promote the recrea-
tional industry of the State, a revised map of public picnic areas, camp 
grounds, and beaches was produced. A preliminary study was made toward 
the preparation of a sample touring route and it is hoped that during the 
next year it will be possible to prepare for distribution maps setting forth 
several -typical routes of this nature. Also preliminary material has been 
gathered for a winter s·ports map showing the distribution of winter sports 
facilities throughout the State. 
TRANSPORT 
Highway, Rail, A 'ir and Water Coordinated 
The transportation phase of the Board's program has included a study of 
highways, aviation, railroad and port facilities. More emphasis has been placed 
on the study of highways and aviation this year than on the study of other 
phases. 
Highway 
The highway studies have advanced sufficiently to allow the publication of a 
plan for through routes entitled "A Tentative Plan for Major Highway 
System". This plan has been prepared by the Board in cooperation with the 
Department of Public Works and the Division of Metropolitan Planning as a 
step in the preparation of a master plan for the State. It offiers a tentative 
solution for alleviating the traffic problems before they become acute and ·it 
shows the way for providing, as soon as it is economically feasible, better 
access between interstate trade routes and industrial and recreational areas. 
A plan such as this does not propose any abnormal expenditure for highway 
purposes but it d0es propose that future spending be determined in relation 
to some plan that evaluates and correlates all the known factors· concerned in 
future highway needs. The plan will be improved and revised as additional 
information becom~s available. In its present state it is a definite scheme to 
which constructive criticism may be applied and with regard to which public 
opinion may be crystalized either for or against its various parts .. 
One of the routes on the plan has been designated as a freeway. Many of 
the other routes should incorporate as many of the features of freeways as 
economic and other factors will allow. The only element of freeway building 
that requires enabling legislation is the proper state control of the develop-
ment of land abutting on state highways. Toward obtaining this control the 
State Planning Board recommended to the 1937 Legislature that all the pro-
visions of existing laws relating to state highways shall apply to freeways, 
except that access to such freeways shall be had only over public ways existing 
~r over such public ways thereafter laid out connecting with such freeways 
as may be approved in writing for such purpose by the Department of Public 
Works. 
This bill, like a similar bill in 1936, was referred to the next annual ses-
sion. In the meantime considerable support for the idea has developed, and in 
renewing its recommendation to the 1938 Legislature, the position of the Board 
is supported by similar legislation introduced by the Department of Public 
Works and by the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards. 
Two other :oocommendations of the Board to the 1937 Legislature, i.e. (1) 
authorizing the establishment of building lines on state highways; and (2) 
authorizing the Depai'tment of Public Works to establish reservations along 
state highways, were referred to the next annljal session. It is not the inten-
tion of the Board to renew those two recommendations at the present time, 
although believing fully in their validity, but rather to concentrate upon an 
effort to secure the enactment of legislation authorizing the construction of 
freeways. 
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Rail 
The Board's railroad studies have been of the relationship between the 
developments that will be made by the railroad operating companies and 
other forms of transportation and their connection with other phases of plan-
ning for the physical development of the Commonwealth. The conclusions to 
be drawn from these studies are: 
1. 'J'hat there are possibilities for increasing rail service to both Metro-
politan area commuters and to long-distance travellers. 
The railroads are planning for these trends I),nd it would seem at this time 
that the chief aspect which needs consideration by public planning agencies 
is the provision of connections for the integrated bus service which the rail-
roads are developing along their light traffic lines. 
2. That the railroads will continue to carry the greater mass of freight 
that moves in the State, and that the chief need for planning is to 
determine the future points of connection and interchange with truck 
traffic, and to determine the methods by which both the rails and 
trucks can serve the public in best relation to their natural advantages. 
A study has been made by the Board of the type of service that is being 
offered along the various railroad lines, for the purpose of discovering the 
present extent and trend of railroad line abandonment. 
Water 
The Board has made, in relation to its work with the Special Commission 
directed to make an investigation and study relative to certain problems in 
the Merrimack Valley, a review of past studies of the possibilities of develop-
ing navigation along the Merrimack River from Lowell to the sea, and an 
independent study confined to navigation problems from Haverhill to the sea. 
A review of studies for extending navigation on the Connecticut River to 
Holyoke is under way. Preliminary studies have been made of basic data, 
preparatory to a contemplated study of port facilities. Factual data were 
outlined for coordirtation with the water studies, showing existing conditions 
and the adequacy of all types of transportation in each of the major water-
shed areas. 
Aviation 
In the Progress Report on State Planning discussed earlier in this report, 
the Board showed a tentative plan of airways and airports. This plan recom-
mended certain lines for airway development and certain areas as general 
locations for airports. These lines to be considered iIi the location of airports 
are classified as those of primary importance and those of secondary im-
portance. 
PUBLIC WORKS 
Under the direction of Mr. William Stanley Parker, a member of the Board, 
the study of public works has been continued, based on the proposition that 
public expenditures by Federal, State and municipal governments including 
public works and also public and private utility construction should be stab-
ilized in accordance with a long-term plan, thus furnishing a dependable basis 
of employment unaffected by private business fluctuations. 
It is indicated that the violent fluctuations in the amount of public works 
and public utility construction during the recent depression accounts for a 
very substantial portion of the loss in the national income during that perioa 
and that if these two items alone had been stabilized throughout the recent 
boom and depression periods, the depression would, have been far less serious 
than it was. 
It is indicated that stabilization of the national income by direct action in 
the field of private enterprise is impracticable and that therefore the only 
available means for stabilization lie in the field of public expenditures and 
that, therefore, it is of first importance to devise a method of procedure for 
the development and control of credit reserves that can be drawn upon in bad 
times in order to permit maintaining normal expenditures during a period of 
depression without undesirable increase in tax rate. 
The proposed program involves two somewhat new principles: first, the 
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stabilizing effect on the national income that would result from the stabiliza-
tion of public expenditures; second, the desirability of a new type of financial 
reserve for communities as a protection against long-term depressions in 
business. 
COMMUNITY PLANNING 
Since its inception in 1935 the Board has been actively engaged in fostering 
comprehensive planning and zoning and in developing a closer relationship 
with the local planning Boards. Effective cooperation cannot be developed 
except through personal contacts, and a thorough understanding by each of 
the responsibilities, activities and problems of the other. 
During 1936 the Board held twelve regional meetings throughout the Com-
monwealth in order to develop this mutual understanding as a first step in a 
continuing active planning program. These regional meetings brought to 
light many of the problems confronting the local boards and served as an 
orientation basis from which the Board could extend its program of consulta-
tion, advice and encouragement. 
Since the regional meeting:;;, which acquainted the local boards with their 
new parent organization, special effort has been made to extend the conception 
and knowledge of comprehensive planning and zoning throughout the Com-
monwealth. The practically universal desire on the part of local planning 
board members for some regular medium of information resulted in the 
prsentation, in December 1936, of "A Planning Forum", a monthly publica-
tion devoted to the, discussion of matters of technical and timely interest. 
The reception of this publication is attested by the fact that today some 300 
local planning board members, and more than 300 other people, interested in 
planning, now receive it each month. The Forum is now embarked on its 
second volume which will continue to disseminate information relative to 
planning, zoning and related topics. In addition to items of local interest, one 
major feature has been emphasized in each issue. 
Volume 1 No.1, December, 1936 was devoted to a report of the twelve 
regional meetings of the local planning boards held during 1936. It was felt 
that a summarization of the problems of the boards and the general conclu-
sions r~ached regarding the local planning situation as a result of these 
meetings would be the firmest foundation upon which "A Planning Forum" 
could be established. As a result of a questionnaire followed up by personal 
contacts in many cases, the Board also published in this issue of the Forum a 
complete list of the cities and towns of the State with information as to 
whether there was a planning board in the community, and if so, the appropri-
ation for the Board for 1936; also whether a zoning or a building law had been 
adopted in the community. The entire local planning board membership of the 
State was also published in this issue of the Furum. In order to insure pres-
entation of the point of view of the local planning boards, a section of each 
issue of the Forum has been devoted to a communication from the Massachu-
setts Federation of Planning Boards, a voluntary organization of members of 
town, city and district planning boards throughout the Commonwealth. 
In its second issue of "A Planning Forum", the Board reproduced chapter 
211 of the Acts of 1!J36, "An Act Providing an Improved Method of Municipal 
Planning", together with an interpretation in the form of an interview with 
an outstanding legal authority on planning, Mr. Phillip Nichols, counsellor-
at-law. It was an additional contribution to Mr. Nichols' already long list, 
over a period of many years, to the cause of planning. Among its miscel-
laneous items, this issue of the Forum carried a review of a recently issued 
authoritative study of zoning, as well as comment on the salient point in a 
magazine article' of particular interes,t to municipal planning boards. The first 
issue of the Forum had elicited favorable comments. A cross-section of this 
comment was presented in the second issue of the Forum. 
The Board issued at the close of 1936 its progress Report. This was a com-
prehensive report and its distribution was naturally limited. In order that 
the results of its investigations should be made available to as many of the 
citizens of the Commonwealth as possible, it was decided that the third issue 
of. the ForUIl:). shoul<l. contain a summary of the Progress Report. 
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So well received was the Summary of the Progress Report that the Board 
decided to carry as its fourth number the Community Planning section of the 
Progress Repor~. This section was divided into three parts, the first devoted 
to a History of Community Planning in Massachusetts; the second to a dis-
cussion of the current status and activities of local boards, the third part to 
conclusions as to local planning board activities and an appraisal of what the 
State Planning Board can do. 
The very hearty reception accorded the second issue of "A Planning Forum" 
devoted to Chapter 211 of the Acts of 1936, "An Act Providing an Improved 
Method of Municipal Planning," inspired the subject of Volume 1, No.5. It 
was decided that a zoning issue would be most valuable. 'fhis decision was 
also based on the almost daily requests received from members of local plan-
ning boards, interested public officials or private citizens for copies of the 
zoning enabling act or information regarding it. No attempt was made in 
this issue to define the principles of zoning, or to argue its advantages. That 
was reserved for a future issue. Abstracts of special zoning surveys made for 
the Board of the cities of Boston and Lynn were carried in this issue. 
For the sixth issue of "A Planning Forum", the Recreation section of the 
Progress Report was reproduced. This contained a survey of existing recrea-
tional facilities in the State together with recommendations for improvements 
and additioni;1 as far as the Board's studies permitted. 
Volume 1, No.7 was devoted to Transportation. In this issue the Board 
presented a Tentative Plan for a Major Highway System. This plan received 
very favorable comment in the press of the State. The Board wa:::; very fortu-
nate in securing for this issue two articles, each by men eminent in the 
transportation field. "Technological Advance and Transportation Planning" 
was ably discussed by Harold A. Osgood, Transportation Consultant, National 
Resources Committee. "Bypass Roads and City Access" was discussed by 
Arthur W. Dean, Chief Engineer of the Board and for twenty-five years 
Chief Engineer of the State Department of Public Works. 
Considering Land Utilization one of the most important elements in a com-
prehensive plan of the State, the Board early inaugurated its land studies. 
The eighth issue of "A Planning Forum" contained the Land section of the 
Progress Report. 
The closing issue of "A Planning Forum" for the fiscal year was devoted to 
a review of "A Quarter Century of Planning Progress in Massachusetts" by 
Frederick Johnstone Adams, assistant Professor of City Planning at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
An index of the subjects covered in the first nine issues will complete Volume 
I of "A Planning Forum". 
At the same time, the program of consultation, advice and encouragement 
has gone far beyond the horizons of regional meetings and a monthly bulletin. 
During the past two years the Board has had personal contact with and 
advised more than seventy-fiye per cent of the local planning boards and 
committees throughout the State. In addition, advice on community planning 
and zoning has been given to twenty-five towns npt maintaining planning 
boards. Approximately four hundred personal contacts have been handled, 
including office consultation, meetings with local boards, and addresses to 
civic and other organizations interested in planning and general community 
development. 
The work of the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards predated 
by many years the creation of the State Planning' Board. Its objective, namely 
the stimulation and encouragement of local planning, was given legal recogni-
tion in the act creating the State Planning Board in the instructions to the 
Board to "advise and co-operate with national, regional and county, municipal 
and other local planning, housing and zoning agencies within the Common-
wealth for the purpose of promoting co-ordination between the state and 
local plans and development". The established policy of the Federation in 
holding planning conferences at intervals in various sections of the State has 
met with general approval. Accordingly active cooperation in the arranging 
and conducting of these conferences rather than calling independent con-
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ferences was decided upon by the Board. The objective of these conferences 
has been to offer to the participants the most authoritative opinion and advice 
obtainable on the various avenues which a planning board must traverse in 
order to insure the most nearly perfect master plan obtainable for its com-
munity. 
The first of the 1937 conferences was held in Westfield on May 8th. The 
following subjects were treated-Interstate Cooperation; Zoning-on Facts 
Rather than Verbiage; Planning and the Citizen; Regional Planning; Phy-
sical Aspects of Country Planning; Practical Aspects of Rural Planning; 
River Valley Opportunities for Recreation; and the Place of Recreation in 
Community Life. 
The second conference was held at Harvard College, Cambridge in June 
1937. It was jointly sponsored by the Massachusetts Federation of Planning 
Boards and the Massachusetts Division of the American Planning and Civic 
Association in cooperation with the New England Town Planning Association 
and the Civic Improvement and Park Association of Rhode Island. The 
varied program of this conference included t!le following subj ects: The Place 
of Planning in Local Government; The R!llation of the Consultant to Local 
and State Planning Agencies; Legal Problems in Planning; Social Problems 
in Planning; and a discussion of Chapter 211 of the Acts of 1936, entitled 
"An Improved Method of Municipal Planning". 
The Annual Meeting of the Massachusetts Federation of Planning Boards 
was held in Concord on October 2, 1937. Papers were presented on the follow-
ing topics: Urban and Rural Planning in the Connecticut Valley; Planning in 
the Rural Neighborhood Unit; Planning in New York City and Region; Mod-
ern Phases of Transporatation; Massachusetts Master Highway Plan. In 
addition an open forum on Chapter 211 of the Acts of 1936 was conducted. 
Inasmuch as Chapter 211 of the Acts of 1936 is perhaps the most vital 
question befo're the local planning boards, it was decided to devote the fourth 
and final of the year's planning conferences to a consideration of this act. 
Authoritative presentation was made of the following phases of activity 
under Chapter 211: Assembling the Machinery for Planning Work; The 
Planning Machine in motion; and Subdivision Control. After each presentation 
period, the question was thrown open for discussion from the fioor, which 
resulted in the clarification of numerous points in connection with the admin-
istration of the act. Further papers were tendered on Planning from the 
Bottom Up; Review and Preview of Planning; and Effect upon the Home 
Particularly of Certain Sections of Chapter 211. Here again full opportunity 
was afforded for discussion from the fioor. 
These conferences have contributed tangible results in the campaign for 
increased interest in and more complete understanding of the advantages of 
the planned over the unplanned community. 
In addition to consultations and other fonns of encouragement and advice 
to local planning agencies, the Board has undertaken the ·task of compiling a 
reference library on all phases of planning. Special emphasis has been placed 
on obtaining the zoning ordinances and by-laws of all zoned municipalities of 
Massachusetts. This file is at present seventy per cent complete and every 
effort will be extended to make it one hundred per cent complete. Copies of 
building codes, boards of survey rules and regulations and other planning, 
zoning and housing by-laws, particularly as they relate to Massachusetts 
municipalities, are being obtained. It is the intention to provide as complete 
library files as possible so that the local planning boards will have a compre-
hensive central source of planning and zoning reference material. General 
planning and zoning literature has been disseminated as far as circumstances 
permit and this practice will be continued. 
Several questionnaires have been sent out during the year to ascertain the 
membership and status of local planning boards, and to keep abreast of their 
activities. The most recent and complete data of this type will appear in 
Vol. II, No.1 of "A Planning Forum", January 1938. 
It is the intention of the Board to continu.e this advisory work through 
personal consultations, addr~sses, conferences and special publications. Its 
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members staff and library facilities will continue to be available to planning 
boards and other interested organizations. It is realized that comprehensive 
planning for Massachusetts can be the result only of united action by all 
planning agencies. Today Massachusetts is definitely more planning con-
scious than ever before, as attested by the formation of several new local 
boards in 1937; by the large and active attendance at the many planning con-
ferences; by the number of towns now considering the establishment of 
planning boards; and lastly by the number of towns actively engaged in the 
preparation of zoning by-laws to protect their communities. 
INTERSTATE COMPACT FOR FLOOD CONTROL 
Chapter 278··of the Acts of the year 1936 authorizes the State Planning 
Board, as a representative of this Commonwealth, to meet with commissions or 
individuals designated by the other New England states, the state of New 
York and the Federal government, or any of them, "for the purpose of 
negotiating one or more compacts to regulate matters relating to the develop-
ment and improvement of any or all the natural waterways flowing through, 
or situated within the boundaries of, any of said states and also this Com-
monwealth, and also of any or all their tributary natural waterways within 
any of said states or this Commonwealth, including the elimination of pollu-
tion from such waterways and the carrying out of public works projects on 
the banks thereof and adjacent areas." 
The motivating factor back of the enactment of this legislation was a 
realization of the tremendous loss to life and property occasioned by the floods 
of 1927 and 1936. in 1927 the losses were confined largely to the upper reaches 
of the rivers, including 84 lives lost; but in 1936, according to the best esti-
mates obtainable, the direct loss in the Conneciicut River Valley in this State 
reached at total of $18,661,493 and in the Merrimack River Valley a total of 
$11,937,557, or $30,599,050 in all, as against a total direct loss in New Eng-
land of $54,587,265. In addition, the indirect losses in this State, which include 
losses of business and the increased cost of doing business to persons and 
organizations, private and governmental, as a result of floods, both in the 
flooded area and outside, are estimated at $7,319,436 as against $10,433,570 
for New England as a whole. 
Prior to the flood of March 1936, the Corps of Engineers, United States 
Army, had submitted what is usually referred to as document 308 Report on 
the Connecticut River Valley. This report, published as House Document 
No. 412, 74th Congress, 2nd session, considel'ed possible improvements in the 
interests of navigation, flood control, hydroelectric power generation and irri-
gation and was a part of a series of reports covering all the major rivers 
in the United States. The report recommended an initial flood control pro-
ject providing for ten reservoirs on the tributaries of the Connecticut River 
as a means of giving a favorable measure of protection but not complete or 
final protection. 
Immediately' following the 1936 flood a comprehensive flood control study of 
the entire Connecticut watershed was undertaken by the Engineer Department, 
United States Army, including a careful review of all previous data and 
reports bearing upon the flood control problem, survey work in the field and 
particularly sub-surface investigations. This study indicated that thirty reser-
voir sites were of outstanding merit and might be incorporated in future 
projects for flood control. . 
In the meantime similar studies were being carried on in connection with 
the Merrimack River basin, in New Hampshire and Massachusetts. As a 
result a total five-reservoir system was indicated which would prevent over 
eighty per cent of the annual flood loss now sustained. Also, the State Plan-
ning Board, as one of its normal activities, had incorporated in its original 
program a study of water resources in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
including supply, flow and sanitation. Following the enactment of the inter-
siate compact bill above referred io, work of the Board in this particular field 
was enlarged and emphasized. Conferences were held with similar groups 
established in the States of New Hampshire, Vermont and Connecticut. The 
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reports of the Corps of Engineers, United States Army, were studied, the 
various reservoir sites suggested were visited, and work was begun upon the 
preEminary draft of a compact form. 
In the meantime also the OmnibuF Flood Control Bill (H. R. 8455) was 
passed by Congress and approved June 22, 1936. This bill authorizes an 
appropriation of $310,000,000 for carrying out certain flood control projects 
specified therein. These projects include-
Merrimack River, New Hampshire and Massachusetts: 
Construction or system of flood control reservoirs in the Merrimack 
River Basin for the reduction of flood heights in the Merrimack Valley 
generally; estimated construction cost, $7,725,000; estimated cost of lands 
and damages, $3,500,000. 
Connecticut River Basin: 
Reservoir system for the control of floods in the Connecticut River Val-
ley: Construction of ten reservoirs in Vermont and New Hampshire on 
tributaries of the Connecticut River; plans in House Document No. 412, 
74th Congress, Second Session, as the same may be revised upon further 
investigation of the 1936 flood; estimated construction cost, $10,028,900; 
estimated cost of lands and damages, $3,344,100. 
The Omnibus Flood Control Bill also provides, among other things, that the 
state or other political subdivision must give assurances satisfactory to the 
Secretary of War that it or they will provide without cost to the United States 
all lands, easements and rights of way necessary for the construction of the 
project or projects, and that it or they will maintain and operate all the works 
after completion in accordance with regulations prescribed by the Secretary 
of War. 
At a meeting in Hartford on Monday, March 8, 1937, attended by Secretary 
of War Harry H. Woodring, Major General Edwin M. Markham, Chief of 
United States Army Engineers, the Governor of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, and the governors of the states of New Hampshire, Vermont and Con-
necticut, it was agreed to appoint a committee of twelve, three from each of 
the four New England states represented at the conference, this committee of 
twelve to remain in continuous session until an agreement was reached rela-
tive to the feasibility and to the terms of an interstate compact for flood con-
trol. The subcommittee from each State as named by the respective Governors 
included-
New Hampshi?'e: Col. John Jacobson, Jr., Chairman, Water Resources Board; 
Richard S. Holmgren, Chief Engineer, Water Resources Board; Robert W. 
Upton, Attorney. 
Vermont: Ralph E. Flanders, Chairman, Flood Compact Board; Walter S. 
Fenton, Attorney; Philip Shutler, Consultant, State Planning Board. 
Massachusetts: Elisabeth M. Herlihy, Chairman, State Planning Board; 
William F. Callahan, Commissioner of Public Works; Paul A. Dever, Attorney 
General. 
Connecticut: Edward J. Daly, Attorney General; James A. N ewlands, Eng-
ineer; Sanford H. Wadhams, Director, State Water Commission. 
The committee thus created met immediatzly following the designation of 
the respective members and effected the temporary organization of an inter-
state group, with Edward J. Daly, Connecticut, Chairman, and Sanford H. 
Wadhams, Connecticut, Secretary. 
One of the first condusions reached by the Interstate Committee was that 
the Omnibus Flood Control Bill above referred to did not entirely meet the 
present situation. The bill in its present form, through its provision for a 
system of flood control reservoirs in the Merrimack River Basin, and for the 
construction of ten reservoirs in Vermont and New Hampshire for the control 
of floods in the Connecticut River Valley, in effect precludes the construction 
of reservoirs within th~ Commonwealth of Massachusetts. It was the opinion 
of the Interstate Committee in conference with the Corps of Engineers, United 
States Army, that an amendment to this act, permitting the construction of 
reservoirs on tributaries of the Connecticut River, would afford a more adequate 
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control of flood conditions . With the approval and cooperation of His Excel-
lency, Governor Charles F . Hurley, such an amendment wa s introduced in 
Congress and enacted. 
The interstate group, after six weeks of intensive effort, perfected drafts 
of compact forms providing for the construction of reservoirs on tributaries 
of the Connecticut River and in the Merrimack River valley. These forms , 
after discussion at a meeting of the State Planning Board on March 23, 
1937, were approved and formed the basis of a special report to the Honor-
able Senate and House of Representatives, under date of April 20, 1937, 
rcommending their ratification. 
In substance the compacts provide for the construction in the Connecticut 
River Basin of eight of the following proposed reservoirs: 
Vermont-(three of the four following reservoirs); at Victory on the 
Moose River; at Union Village on the Ompompanoosuc River; at No. Hart-
land on the Ottauquechee River; at Grot~m Pond on the Wells River. 
New Hampshire-(three reservoirs): at Bethlehem Junction on the Am-
monoosuc River; at Stocker Pond in the towns of Grantham and Springfield; 
at Surrey Mountain on the Ashuelot River. 
Massachusetts- (two of the four followin~ reservoirs): at Knightville on 
the Westfield River; at Tully on the Tully Brook; at Priest Pond on Priest 
Brook; at Lower Naukeag on the Millers River. 
It was also provided that the cost of acquisition of lands, easements and 
rights of way for these eight reservoirs must be borne by the signatory 
states and should not exceed $2,700,000. Of this amount, Massachusetts was 
obligated to pay 50 % , Connecticut 40 % , New Hampshire 5% , and Vermont 
5%. 
In the Merrimack River Basin two reserv:lirs were proposed, at Franklin 
on the Pemigewasset River and at Swetts Mills on the Blackwater River, 
both in the State of New Hampshire. The .!ost of acquisition of lands, ease-
ments and rights of way was estimated at $2,285,000, equally divided between 
the two states. 
This means a total cost to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for lands, 
easements and rights of way for the entire reservoir property of $2,492,500, 
of which not more than one half, or $1,246,250, was required to be paid in a 
fiscal year. At the same time, the cost to the Federal Government for the 
construction of the ten reservoirs proposed in the initial program was esti-
mated at $15,558,800 against a total cost to the four signatory states of 
$4,985,000 for lands, easements and rights of way. 
The compacts further provide that in so far as any of the foregoing reser-
voirs might be constructed for the combined purposes of flood control and 
recreational facilities, none of the signatory states wherein such reservoirs 
are located should be obligated to pay any additional cost of construction. 
At the same time, there is reserved to each oi the respective signatory states 
all benefit or advantage of water conservation, power storage or power de-
velopment that might be inherent in the various reservoir sites. 
Each compact creates an interstate commission as the agency of the signa-
tory states for the purposes of flood control, consisting of three members 
from each state. The principal powers of each commission are .to acquire 
by lease and hold lands and easements for reservoirs for ' flood cOI\trol, to 
maintain in accordance with regulations issued by the War Department, the 
flood control reservoirs when completed, and to receive and expend the 
funds contributed by the signatory states for the purpose of acquiring the 
necessary lands and easements and for operating and maintaining the flood 
control reservoirs upon their completion. 
Each compact also provides that title to the lands and easements for flood 
control projects shall be taken in the name of the state wherein the same are 
located, and leased to the Flood Control Commission for a term of 999 
years. 
And finally, the compacts definitely recognize that the initial plan for 
the construction of the ten reservoirs provided for is part of a long range 
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comprehensive program, the object and purpose of the signatory states being 
to enlarge and expand such flood control projects to an ultimate control. In 
this connection the State Planning Board was authorized and directed to 
make such studies and investigations as might be necessary to determine the 
feasibility, character and location of further reservoir sites most beneficial 
to the Commonwealth as a part of such comprehensive program. 
The report of the State Planning Board appeared as House No. 1774, to-
gether with a special message from His Excellency the Governor recommend-
ing that the appropriations for the cost of lands, easements and rights of 
way for reservoirs be made by a bond issue. 
So far as can be ascertained, but one single voice was raised in opposition 
to the compacts during their progress through the Legislature. The bills were 
finally approved as chapters 402 and 403 of the Acts of the Year 1937, together 
with acts providing for cooperation by the State in the acquisition of property 
in the form of chapters 397 and 423 respectively. 
The foregoing legislative enactments, chapters 402 and 403, approved under 
date of May 29, 1937 authorized the State Planning Board, by its Chairman, 
to enter into and execute on the part of this Commonwealth and in its name 
and behalf, with the authorized representatives of the other signatory states, 
the compacts as presented and ratified. Accordingly on Tuesday, July 6, 1937, 
in the office of His Excellency, Charles F. Hurley, Governor of this Common-
wealth, there were signed by the duly authorized representatives of the 
signatory states involved, the first interstate compacts on flood control in 
the history of the nation, 
In accordance with the requirements of Act I, Section 10, of the Constitu-
tion, i.e., 
"no state shall, without the consent of Congress, ... enter into any agreement or r.ompact 
with another state. or with a foreign power ... " 
the compacts were submitted to Congress for approval. 
Public hearings were held before the Senate Committee on Commerce and 
before the House Committee on Flood Control. In each case the report was 
favorable, although certain amendments were recommended in the preamble 
and at the end. These amendments, which did not affect the body of the 
compacts, were designed to further safeguard and protect the rights of the 
Federal Government, particularly the Federal Power Commission. 
In the meantime opposition developed in the form of a report from the 
General Counsel of the Federal Power Commission to the effect that in his . 
opinion the compacts go beyond the purpose and intent of the Flood Control 
Act and constitute a departure from the established policy of the Federal 
Government with respect to the development and conservation of the water 
power resources of the United States. 
In the meantime other bills have been introduced in Congress, reports have 
been submitted by the Federal Power Commission, the Attorney General, and 
the War Department, and hearings have been held. , The members of the 
Interstate Compact Commission on Flood Control have held to their position 
that the compacts were developed in good faith, for flood control purposes 
only, and strictly in accordance with the best legal and engineering advice 
available from Federal and other sources. As a result of the objections 
raised, however, the 75th Congess adjourned without taking any action upon 
the compacts. 
The C.ommittee originally appointed to develop the interstate compacts was 
further authorized to function as the New England Governor's Commission on 
Water Resources and Flood Control particularly in connection with the 
consideration of Congressional bill having to do with regional planning and 
with stream pollution. Several meetings were held and in the case of the 
former proposal the group recommended to ~he New England governors fav-
orable action so far as regional planning on a voluntary and cooperative 
basis was involved with proper provision for state representation. So far as 
the pollution bills were concerned, a sub-committee was appointed to draft 
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a statement of precise comments on and objections to specific items as they 
appeared in pending legislation. 
The Chairman of the State Planning Bocud and the Chief Engineer ap-
peared repeatedly during the year before Congressional committees in Wash-
ington, and at conferences in the interests ,II interstate compacts, flood con-
trol, regional planning and the prevention and abatement of water pollution. 
COMMISSION ON INTERSTATE COOPERATION 
Chapter 404 of the Acts of 1937 establishes in the department of the State 
Secretary, but in no way subject to his control, a Commission on Interstate 
Cooperation to consist of three members of the Senate, six members of the 
House of Representatives, one of the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws, 
the Chairman or a member of the State Planning Board designated by the 
Governor, and four persons who may be state officials appointed by the 
Governor. Acting under the authority of this legislation, His Excellency, the 
Governor, designated the Chairman of the State Planning Board as a member 
of the Commission. 
It is the primary function of the Commission, as set forth in the foregoing 
Act, to further the participation of the Commonwealth as a member of the 
Council of State Governments, both regionally and nationally, to confer with 
officials of other states and of the Federal Government, to formulate pro-
posals for cooperation between this Commonwealth and other states, and 
with the Federal Government, and to organize and maintain facilities for 
accomplishing these purposes. . 
The Commission is further directed to give particular attention to the 
establishment of fair and reasonable standards for labor and industry, includ-
ing minimum wages, maximum hours of labor, conditions of employment of 
women and minors and other conditions and standards of employment, and 
shall also consider such questions as taxation and crime prevention, and such 
other subjects as may from time to time be referred to it by the Governor 
or the General Court. 
The Commission organized by the election of Senator Arthur W. Hollis, 
Chairman; Representative Christian A. Herter, Vice Chairman; and John W. 
Plaisted, Secretary. A complete record of the activities of the Commission is 
contained in its own report to the General Court. 
COOPERATION WITH FEDERAL AGENCIES 
Under the direction and sponsorship of the State Planning staff, the W.P.A. 
State Planning Projects hav~ continued studies in the fields of land conserva-
tion and water resources throughout the State during the past year. The 
Planning Board has also cooperated in pollution studies under the sponsor-
ship of the State Department of Public Health. 
The Planning Board, through this work has been enabled to extend its studies 
in these particular fields much further than would otherwise have been pos-
sible, due to limitations of funds and personnel. The Federal Government 
has spent $344,555.52 to conduct these studies with an average personnel of 
340. Of this amount $250,198.54 has been spent for Planning Board sponsored 
projects for an average personnel of 246, and $94,366.98 has been spent for 
projects under the r.ponsorship of the Department of Public Health for an 
average personnel of 94. 
A Staff Project, with the National Resources Committee and the State 
Planning Board as co-sponsors, was discontinued on June 30, 1937. This 
project, which was for the purpose of assistance in employing adequate and 
competent personnel to conduct the research, planning and coordinating activi-
tis of the Board, was reopened on August 16, 1937 under the sponsorship of 
the State Planning Board only. The W.P.A. has spent a total of $26,416.10 
for this work and employed an average of, 26 persons. 
The Board has continued its W.P.A. headquarters in cooperation with the 
Department of Public Health at 175 Congress Street, Boston. 
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A rearrangement and consolidation of the various local projects was 
effected early in 1937 and these projects are indicated below, together with 
the location of the various field offices and the amounts of Federal funds spent 
from December 1, 1936 to November 30, 1937. 
Project Name 
Staff 
Conservation - Hdqs: 
Field Offices: 
Water Resources - Hdqs: 
Field Offices: 
Office Address Federal Funds 
Expended 
175 Congress St., Boston $ 26,416.20 
175 Congress St., Boston 131,927.01 
217 P. O. Bldg., Lynn 
Packard School, Brockton 
501 Federal Bldg., Worcester 
68 Court St., Springfield 
Mill & Hawthorn Sts., Pittsfield 
175 Congress St., Boston 91,855.33 
500 Federal Bldg., Worcester 
336 Main St., Fitchburg 
208 Broadway, Springfield 
Mill & Hawthorn Sts., Pittsfield 
Staff Project 
The Staff Project has coordinated the work of the Conservation and Water 
Resources Projects throughout the State. It has also conducted studies in con-
nection with transportation, industry and recreation. This work has been 
under the direct technical supervision of the State Planning Board. 
Conservation Stud1es 
During the year the Conservation Project has continued the land use survey 
throughout the entire state. Field studies covering existing land use showing 
pastures, croplands and forests, recreational areas, rural buildings as to 
types of construction, streams, ponds, lakes, etc., have been completed for 334 
cities and towns. Final presentation of the results obtained through this 
field survey has been made for avproximately sixty towns. Five maps have 
been employed to present the following phases: 
1. Present land use and cover depicting types of agricultural enter-
prises and forests, recreational use, and industrial, commercial and 
residential use; 
2. Location of roads and buildings, differentiating between various types 
and conditions of farm buildings, private and public buildings, parks, 
reservoirs and similar features; 
3. Soil classification; 
4. Topography by means of contours at twenty foot intervals; 
5. Roads and waterways showing the eomplete road system with street 
names, together with all streams and ponds. 
Special consideration has been given to the area in the Connecticut Valley 
affected by the 1936 flood, and to the Mrrimllck Valley. Maps of these areas 
have been made on a larger scale and therefore show in more detail for these 
particular areas the phases shown on the smaller scale maps. 
Water Resounes Studies 
During the past year this project has studied all of the river basins in the 
State, with the exception of the eastern coastal river basins, in accordance 
with a work program approved by the State Planning Board. Some of the 
river basins have been compltely studied and reported on. Other river basins 
will require some additional time to complete. 
Field office work has been completed, or practically completed for the fol-
lowing river basins: Blackstone, Nashua, Millers, Westfield, Deerfield, Chico-
pee, Main Connecticut, Farmington, Hoosic and Housatonic. The work accom-
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plished for these basins covers drafts of text on the following phases of 
water resources: 
existing conditions 
human occupancy 
streams of the basin 
flow control 
problems and proposals for solution 
In addition, maps, charts and graphs were prepared where necessary to ex-
plain and amplify the text. 
The personnel of this project assigned to work at the State Planning Board 
office under constant supervision have reviewed, checked and rewritten all 
data sent in by all field offices. They have completed final reports on the Black-
stone and Nashua River Basins. Final reports on the Millers, Westfield, 
Deerfield, Chicopee, Main Connecticut, Farmington, Hoosic and Housatonic 
River Basins are in various stages of completion. 
Pollution Studies 
The State Planning Board has cooperated through the W.P.A. State Plan-
ning Projects in pollution studies under the sponsorship of the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health. The location 0;: field offices and the amount of 
Federal funds expended are shown below:. 
Project Name Office Address 
Pollution Hdqs.-175 Congress St., Boston 
Field Offices:-
217 P. O. Bldg., Lynn 
502 Federal Bldg., Worcester 
168 Bridge St., Springfield 
Mill & Hawthorn Sts., Pittsfield 
Old Court Hourse, Greenfield 
Fede?'al Funds 
Expended 
$94,366.98 
This project has obtained considerable data in connection with pollution of 
streams, particularly the source of pollution and analyses of the river water, 
and the results of these surveys have been published in report form. 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Chapter 60 of the resolves of the current year created a special recess 
commission to study conditions in the Merrimack Valley. This commission was 
directed to make its report and recommendations to the 1938 Legislature on 
or before December 1, 1937. The commission consisted of the Commissioner of 
Public Health, the Commissioner of the Department of Public Utilities, the 
Commissioner of Public Works, the Commissioner of Conservation, or a repre-
sentative designated in -each case, and the Chairman of the State Planning 
Board. A comprehensive study of conditions in the district made by the com-
bined forces of the departments represented on the commission is nearing , 
completion. The technical work of the survey has been in charge of Arthur 
W. Dean, Chief Engineer of the State Planning Board, who co-ordinated the 
work of our own staff with that of the other state departments. Arthur D. 
Weston, Chief Engineer of the Department of Public Health, served as 
Secretary of the commission. . 
Th Board's representation on the New England Regional Planning Com-
mission has continued through the year, two of its members serving on that 
Board. The Chairman of the Board and the Chief Engineer also served on 
the New England Regional Planning Commission's committee formed by the 
National Resources Committee at the request of the President to revise the 
text and projects in "Drainage Basin Problems and Programs" published in 
1936. 
A program of a non-technical presentation of planning activities has met 
with splendid cooperation on the part of the press of the entire State. In 
addition to special releases and those issued on its business index, the Board 
inaugurated a weekly news release entitled "Do You Know That" which 
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consisted of interesting and little known facts. about Massachusetts. As a re-
sult of news releases issued from the office of the Board during 1937, 12,440 
inches of space in daily and weekly newspapers throughout the State have 
been received. 
Over four thousand copies of a pamphlet outlining in an informal way the 
work of the Board were distributed at the Brockton Fair. Additional copies 
of this pamphlet were distributed at conferences and meetings. Exhibitions 
of plans and proposals of the Board have been held wherever it was felt that 
circumstances and public interest warranted such exhibition. Speakers have 
been provided for meetings of groups interested in civic affairs when re-
quested. 
The Board has continued to issue each month throughout the year a list of 
accessions to its library. The purpose of this accession list is discussed in 
the Community Planning section of the report. The library of the Board now 
contains approximately 600 books catalogued under a system adapted for State 
Planning libraries. This number is exclusive of pamphlets and other special 
material. 
During the year the Board has met twenty-six times, or on an average of 
more than twice a month. In addition to the regular Board meetings, com-
mittees of the Board have met at frequent intervals. 
The Board has been represented at National, State and local conferences 
and has participated in the various programs where matters allied with plan-
ning have been under consideration. 
Funds appropriated during the year ending November 30, 1937 totaled 
$44,000, divided into $33,000 for personal services and $11,000 for equipment 
and supplies, travelling and other expenses . In this total is included an item 
of $5,000 for cooperation with the Federal Government in its assistance 
through the Works Progress Administration. 
Financial statement verified 
Approved. 
GEO E. MURPHY, 
Comptroller 
Finally, the members wish to express their appreciation of the splendid 
cooperation received throughout during this second full year of the existence 
of the Board and of the many courtesies extended. This includes His Excel-
lency, the Governor, the members of the General Court and the other State 
departments; also the National Resources Committee, the New England 
Regional Planning Commission, the Massachusetts Federation of Planning 
Boards, and the W.P.A. administrative offices and staff. To all of these, as 
well as to its own employees, to the press, and to the numerous public and 
private agencies who have been generous in their assistance, the Board 
extends its most cordial thanks. While the Board is sati;;fied, to a certain 
extent, with the service it has been privileged to render during the past year, 
it looks forward to an opportunity for even greater usefulness in the future, 
realizing fully that such ambition can be achieved only through a continu-
ance of the same spirit of splendid cooperation, loyal service and cordial good 
will on the part of others. To that end it freely pledges its own best efforts. 
Respectfully submitterl, 
STATE PLANNING BOARD 
By ELISABETH M. HERLIHY, Chairman 
HENRY I. HARRIMAN 
FREDERIC H. FAY 
WM. STANLEY PARKER 
WM. TRUFANT FOSTER 
CLARENCE J. BILADEAU 
WILLIAM F. CALLAHAN 
Commissioner of Public Works 
HENRY D. CHADWICK, M.D. 
Commissioner of Public Health 
ERNEST J. DEAN 
Commissioner of Conservation 



